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Marginal Markings on Recent Swiss Stamp s
by Richard T. Hall

Most Swiss collectors are awar e
of the tabs on the Pro Juventute issue s

of 1943 to 1976 and the Pro Patria is -
sues of 1958 to 1977 . These tabs giv e
the name of the plant, bug, or other
item shown on the attached stamp in

the official languages of Switzerlan d
(German, French, and Italian) an d
Latin (for flora and fauna) . Stamps
with attached tabs are cataloged in the
Zumstein Spezialkatalog and are
widely collected. Figure 1 shows three

selvedge gave the dates of

validity of the issue .

What Swiss collec -
tors may not be aware o f

is the more recent occur -

rence of tabs on many is -

sues. And the tabs no w

can vary in the informa -

tion provided. To illus -

trate this, let us look at a

sheet of one of the 2004

Pro Patria stamps. Fig-

ure 2 shows a full sheet of
the 100c + 50c Gentilino

Ossuary value from thi s

set . As you may not b e

able to read the wording
on each of the tabs, you
can see that each selvedg e

has a different message .

Across the top is the

wording

	

"Pro

	

Patria
(Continued on page 12)

of the four versions of the tabs on the 5c + 5c value of the 1965 Pro Juventute . From left to right w e

have the German, French, and Latin tabs . There is also an Italian version inscribed "Riccio" . Notice

that the tab can appear in the side or bottom selvedge ; the top selvedge is usually reserved for the co l -

umn total value accounting figures, and in the days before unlimited validity of Swiss stamps, the left

Figure 2 . Pro Patria 2004 sheet
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President's Message
As I write this at the beginning of

August, we are enjoying our normal 100 plus
degree summer days here in Arizona . The dry
heat makes it easier to take ; it is dry inside your
oven as well .

We were pleased that the discount Joh n
Steinberg offered AHPS is still intact now tha t
he has sold his company to Collecting Supplie s
LLC. Please see the flier in the last TELL . It
should be noted that the owner Christophe r
Komondy has been expelled from APS for failur e
to pay. I understand this was based on a qualit y
dispute with a vendor .

It is not too early to start planning to join
us at next year's convention in New York. The
dates are March 17th through the 20th 2005 .

Helen and Harlan Stone have plans that insur e
it will be a great event .

Bill Lucas

Profile of a stamp collector :
Ernie Bergman

Ed. note: In earlier years, TELL
published a nice series, Profiles of a Stamp
Collector. Rudy Schaelchli edited those profiles ,
usually of new AHPS members. As editor I
used up the backlog of these profiles (except for
one that is probably too old now) . Since then we
have published profiles of new AHPS officers . I
would like to revive that series, with a mixture
of veteran and new members. Where better to
start than with our beloved Ernie Bergman? If
you are willing to edit a series of profiles for us ,
please contact me !

Born in 1922, Ernie Bergman grew up in
Laupheim, Germany . Adolf Hitler came to
power in 1933, and by 1936, he recalls "Some of
the students weren't very nice because I was a
Jew" – quite an understatement! At his

insistence, his mother gave him permission to
go to Switzerland, where he had an uncle . H e
entered Switzerland as a student, but knew h e
could not return to Germany under those
conditions . In 1940 Germany summoned him

home to join the army, and required that he us e
Israel is a middle name; by not returning, h e
forfeited his citizenship . He met Alice in St .
Gallen, but they couldn't get married becaus e
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he was in a category of refugees who were not

allowed to marry in Switzerland .

Ernie landed in Hoboken, NJ in 1946

with $10 in his pocket ; Alice soon followed, an d

they married in America. He worked on a

relative's farm in Oregon, and later was hired a s

a "shovel monkey" (Ernie's word) at Orego n

State College. By hard work and initiative, an d

with help from a mentor, he earned a bachelo r's

degree there . After earning a Master 's and

Ph.D . in plant nutrition at Michigan Stat e

University, he landed a faculty position in the

Horticulture Department of Penn State
University in 1958 . He held that position until

his retirement in 1987. He is still amused that ,

encouraged by his department chair to use a

computer, he ran many statistical analyses an d

finally discovered that growing tomatoe s

requires water !

After over a decade as a stateless person ,

he became a U.S. citizen in 1952 . "I was an

American all of a sudden, which was great . I

decided that if I ever get a chance to do

something, I will do it . " In 1961 as a new
homeowner, he took his blunt speech to a

Ferguson Township supervisors ' meeting, and as

a result of his questions, he was appointed to th e

Board of Adjustment. That started a 42-year

career of service, (continued on page 11)
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Plating Switzerland's Rayons,
by Heinrich Heissinger

We are talking about plating two catalog numbers, issued between 1850 and 1854 : Zumstein

numbers 16 and 17 . They were printed in lithography, using three colors for number 16 ( yellow, blac k

and red ), and two colors for number 17 ( light blue and red ) . Because of the inscription on top of the

stamps, they are known as the "Rayons" . `Rayon' is the Swiss term for distance zones .

It was known that an original stone of 4 0

positions had been used for the printing stones .

The following measure had been taken t o

discourage forgers: each of the 40 positions on th e

original stone, called `the 40 Types', was hand-drawn,

and they intentionally differed from each other in their

intricate background-pattern of irregular wavy lines an d

scrolls .

For almost 100 years very little was known abou t

the details of the Rayon's production, as most record s

had been lost . It was assumed that only one printin g

stone had been used for each of the two catalog numbers ,

and that there were four groups of 40 stamps each on these stones .

This is how they were collected by the general collector from the 1850s until the 1940s : one

example of each type, and examples of the different shades of the background color .

More advanced collectors realized that a transfer from the original stone is never perfect .

There are usually either minor details not transferred and missing on the printing stone, or additiona l

details of the main, dark design appear due to small particles of dust or such, which took on color an d

could be seen as new permanent spots of color on the printing stone . A printing stone of four group s

would mean four separate transfers from the original stone, therefore there could be four subtypes o f

each of the 40 types, differing in probably only minute details . These specialists tried to find the fou r

sub-types for each of the 40 positions, based on their assumption of one stone with four groups .

In late 1930, a collector by the name of Dr . Herbert Munk reasoned that the number of Rayon s

printed could not possibly have come from only one stone each for Zumstein numbers 16 and 17 . He

decided to research this matter .

Little did he know about the difficulty of the endeavor when he started . For this we need t o

have an advance look at the end of Dr. Munk's study: for these two catalog numbers a total of 1 6

printing stones had been used, with a total of 56 groups, representing 2,240 positions wit h

recognizable differences due to design or the transfer from original stone to printing plate . After years

of study he was successful in finding the key for plating the Rayons. When his life ended, he had

identified 14 of the 16 stones, knew that there were 2 more to be identified, and had done most of th e

plating. Others picked up where he had left off and completed the task .

But now back to late 1930 . He started by accumulating an extensive collection of these stamps .

While this collection incorporated some actual stamps, most of the collection consisted of goo d

photographs from auction catalogs or from fellow collectors .

A transfer from the original stone to the printing stone is done with transfer paper . If such a

stone was to have four groups, then each group would require a separate transfer . It is very difficult

to line up these four transfers exactly, and Munk suspected that the vertical and horizontal spacin g

between the groups would vary slightly for different stones . Today we call the space between group s

`group distances' .
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The group designations L/O, R/O, L/U and R/U are derived from the German language :

L for `links' = left
R for 'rechts' = right

O for 'oben' = uppe r

U for 'unten' = lower .

The designation 'Type 7 L/O' would therefore mean Type 7 of the left upper group . As can be

seen in above sketch, the types of a group start with type 1 in the upper left corner, and end with typ e

40 in the lower right corner .

If the transfer of the four groups was perfect, then they would be aligned as shown in the

drawing on the previous page : perfectly parallel to each other . As Dr. Munk had suspected, in reality

this is not the case . Selecting stamps with margins large enough to show the group distance, he

researched his suspicion and found measurable differences . The groups were usually not parallel to

each other, but slightly slanted, as shown in the following exaggerated picture :

The average distance between groups often differed between printing stones . Later stones

tended to have narrower group distances in order to save paper .

As his work progressed, he realized a most valuable feature : often enough stamps of a give n

group did not exactly line up with the neighboring stamp of the group below or above, respectively .

The discovery of what today we call the `step' was a major breakthrough . When the original

stone was hand-drawn, the group of 40 stamps did not build an exact rectangle . The upper horizonta l

row was wider than the lower horizontal row by 2 Millimeters! With the transfer paper lined up at

the printing stone's vertical center line, the upper row of the lower group stuck out against the lowe r

row of the upper group -- the `step' !
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This drawing shows clearly how stamps of the lower group are shifted in relationship to th e
neighboring stamp of the upper group . This shift allowed Dr . Munk to determine whether a stamp in

the margin of the upper or lower horizontal groups belonged to the left or right groups of the printin g
plate .

September 2004
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The next illustration shows an actual example :

The small black line below the left arrow is the end of the frame line of a Type 40 R/O . The

right arrow shows this point on the corresponding Type 8 R/U .

The combination of the above `tools' made it possible to recognize the different stones . It

became obvious to Dr . Munk, that each stone could be positively identified by its individual group

distances, the shift between stamps of opposite groups, and the slant of the groups to each other . If

material should appear which would not fit the so far identified patterns, then there must be another ,

yet unidentified stone .

There was another tool which proved to be valuable in identifying different stones .

Remember: the 16 was printed in three colors : the main design in black, the background i n
yellow, and the cross in red . The 17 was printed in two colors, as the background color was omitte d

and replaced by the white color of the paper. Back then this meant different stones, one for each color .

Each sheet had to go through the printing press three or two times, respectively . Registration of these
printing steps was crucial for proper appearance, and was facilitated by registration guides on th e
printing stone. These were originally large crosses in the sheet margin, then later on needle point s

were used, resulting in small needle holes, and finally colored lines between the groups . The register

marks were distinct for each stone, helping in identification ; see the illustrations on the next page .

Using above methods as main tools, Dr . Munk had all seven printing stones of the Zumstein
number 16 identified by fall of 1941 .

The exact number of stones used for Zumstein number 17 was even more difficult . First of all,

as we know now, there were more stones. Then the design was more intricate and detailed, whic h

tended to result in small blotches of color. Two of its stones proved to be very difficult . The first one is

the one we call stone M, or the `Spoiled Stone' . The transfer had not been satisfactory, but it was use d
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nevertheless for a brief period . One of the leading Swiss experts estimates the number of survivin g
stamps at around 700 copies . The other difficult stone was stone U, or the `Unknown Stone' . As we
know now, the left half of this stone became damaged and was erased early on in its period of use .

By 1944, Dr. Munk had succeeded in the identification of 7 of the 9 stones . Stones M and U

were identified and plated by others many years later .

Reconstruction of the printing stones was the other major task . Earlier on I have mentione d

the sub-types of each of the 40 types, which were caused by transfer flaws. Dr. Munk had to identify

these transfer flaws by comparing countless copies of the same position . The task was muc h

complicated by printing flaws, which might be caused by improper inking, or by small particles o f
foreign matter on the printing stone . Printing flaws are temporary by nature, as a stone was cleane d
after each use . Transfer flaws were more permanent . Flaws which appear over and over on differen t

copies must be transfer flaws . But it got even more complicated : transfer flaws are not as deeply
embedded into the printing stone as the original design . This means that they can `wear off an d
disappear after much use of the printing stone . Eventually, this phenomenon helped to distinguis h
between `early' and `late' prints .

Even the original stone had flaws, called `flaws of the original stone' . As time passed, some of

these would disappear also, or new ones would appear . While this made plating more difficult, it wa s

of great help when Dr . Munk attempted to put the different printing stones into chronological order : a
stone with a given `original flaw' must be in some cases older than one without it -- in other case s
newer .

When Dr. Munk died in 1953, he had most of the stones identified, and plating was well on it s
way. This work was finished by a few dedicated collectors, using the tools he had discovered . The last

remaining subtype was not identified until 1979 !

Today, we can use plating books to determine stone and sub-type . Stones, color shades, plat e
flaws and retouches have been cataloged and priced . A good copy of a rare stone, like stone M, ca n
fetch thousands of dollars .

The field of collectors is still relatively small. The scarcity of some of the material, and th e

corresponding prices has kept it this way . American collectors are at a disadvantage, as few of Dr .
Hunk's publications have been translated from German or French to English . It is not an easy field t o
collect. It requires a thorough study of the available literature and a good deal of love for detail .

There is still much to be researched, and this is one of the challenges of collecting the Rayons .

Maybe it is the main reason for collecting them, once the average collector turns into a Rayo n
specialist . They have kept my mind sharp, and I enjoy exchanging my views of the latest discoverie s
or theories with other collectors .
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Dr. Munk was an exceptional person with an analytical mind and a never-endin g
determination to prove his theory . He single-handedly opened up a new field for collectors o f

Switzerland, bringing endless hours of pleasure and satisfaction to those who are not deterred by it s
complexity .

Literature :
The schematic of shifted alignment between upper and lower groups was taken from Suisse.

Etude sur les premières emissions fédérales de 1850/52 by Dr. Herbert Munk, translated by A .

Auberson, 1942 .

The `actual example' of a step is from Schweiz. Neue Wege zur Erforschung der
eidgenössischen Ausgaben 1850 if im Kreuzmuster by Dr. Herbert Munk, 1941. The photograph ' s

background was removed for clarity .

New Members

	

Plan to attend/exhibit at these AHP S

AHPS is delighted to welcome three more new Conventions and shows
:

members :

	

MEGA-EVENT, March 17-20, 2005 -- Ne w

York, NY; contacts Harlan and Helen Stone
Robert Anderson

	

Carl McKee (see
Pennsylvania

	

California

	

page 2 for addresses)

WESTPEX, April 2006 -- San Francisco
Lyman Caswell

	

St. Louis Stamp Expo, February 2007 -- St .
Washington

Louis ; Contact: Michael Peter (see page 2
We also welcome back Reinhard Schmidt, who for addresses)

has reinstated his membership .
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An Old Marking Return s

As many of you know, Switzerlan d
increased its domestic postage rates on Januar y
1, 2004; both the A and B rates rose by 10 ct .
Many post offices were short of the 10-ct . stamps
to make up the new rate. Consequently, they
used an old system of marking with "Taxe
Perçue ." Our good friend Rolf Rölli sent an
example of a cover posted February 16 with thi s
marking .

Profile of a stamp collector :
Ernie Bergman

(Continued from page 3) including ten
years as a township supervisor, from which
position he retired early this year, with a
handsome tribute in the Centre Daily Times and
the 2003 Community Service Award presente d
by Kiwanis .

Ernie started collecting stamps at the age
of 5. He developed a comprehensive collection of

Switzerland; his exhibits won awards from
bronze to gold, but that gold exhibit and othe r
parts of his collection were stolen from his hom e
in 1991 ; to this day, no trace has been discovere d

of the stolen items . But it's hard to repress
Ernie ; he has rebuilt collections, and at BALPEX

and ROMPEX his exhibit on World War I I
internee mail earned vermeil medals .

Ernie joined the old Helvetia Society i n
1946, and AHPS at its founding in 1975 .
Typically, he became active in the organization ,

and served ably as AHPS president from 199 3
through 1996. AHPS was coming through
stressful times ; Ernie's lively and upbeat style

encouraged the participation of his fellow AHP S
members, and returned us to working happil y
together . He has continued to write articles fo r
TELL and translate other articles for TELL .

But best of all, Ernie is a genuine good
heart. And when Ernie is in the room, the party
is never dull. Thanks, Ernie! N
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Marginal Markings on Recent Swiss Stamp s
(Continued from page 1)
2004 Small architectural
gems" in, from left to
right, German, French ,
Italian, Romansch, and
English. At the left is the
wording "For cultural and
social works in Switzer -
land" in the same lan-
guage order but without
the English version.
Across the bottom is the
name of the "small archi -
tectural gem" shown on
the stamp in the five lan -
guages as above . The
right selvedge gives the
row total value account -
ing figures. The upper
right corner shows the

date, "2004", and the
lower right corner shows
the Die Post logo . The upper left corner is blank and the lower left corner gives what appears to be a n

item number, in this case 509 162 . The other three stamps in the set are numbered 509 159 to 50 9
161 . It is interesting to note that there is no plate number or any other printing information presen t
in the selvedge .

12 TELL

What about othe r
issues? Figure 3 shows a

sheet of the 85c value of

the new Diddl stamp.
Again, you probably can't
read the inscriptions but

across the top, the in-
scription "Special Stamp s

Diddl" is printed i
n German, French, [blank] ,

Italian, and English . I
find it interesting that
even though there wa s

space for a Romansch in -

scription, none is give n
while English is! Acros s

the bottom one finds the

inscription "Best buddies "
in the same four lan -

guages . The left selvedge

is blank and the right

has the accounting fig -

ures. The corners are the
same as for the Pro Pa -
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tria stamp except in this case the
item number is 509 163 [the 100 c
value is 509 164] . Again no print -
ing information is given .

The 2004 Europa stamp is
shown in Figure 4. Here the lay -

out is identical to that of the Diddl

stamp except the sheet is only fou r
stamps wide so the blank column
is missing. The inscriptions at the

top read "Special stamp Europ a
2004" in the four languages and
across the bottom "Holidays" i n
the same languages .

The Athens Olympic
Games stamp is laid out identi -
cally with the Europa issue wit h

the top inscriptions reading "Spe -
cial stamp Olympic Game

s Athens 2004" in the four language s
and the bottom reading

"Marathon" in the same languages .
However, the word "Marathon" is
identical in German, French, and
English. In Italian it is

"Maratona".

The Humor stamp (Figure
5) is also laid out identically with
the Europa issue with the excep -
tion that, because of the orienta -
tion of the stamp, the left an d
right selvedges have the inscrip -
tions. The left selvedge inscrip -
tions read "Special stamp Emil - Humor" in the four languages and the right reads "Ding Dong Hel -

vetia" in all four positions .

Finally, the Zeppelin NT stamp is shown in Figure 6 . This issue shows the standard layout for

a "sheetlet" issue – no marginal inscriptions other than the sheetlet value . A sky and cloud back-

ground replaces the marginal inscriptions .

It is unfortunate that Die Post does not show the sheet layouts in their magazine, Focus on

stamps. It is also unfortunate that they do not offer tab sets as part of their ordering format . I think

they are missing a great marketing oppor -
tunity .

One question remains – how will
Zumstein treat these marginal markings ?
Will they be consistent with their listings of
the Pro Juventute and Pro Patria tabs and
list the specific tabs associated with the
stamp subject? I doubt if they will list th e
issue name tabs or the charity statements .
These have appeared on prior issues and
have not been listed. Only time will tell .
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

On August 1, 2004, a special Bundesfeier cancel

(at left) was used, as usual, at the birthplace of th e

Swiss Confederation, Rütli . I say "as usual" as there

has been a special cancel used there on August 1st every

year since 1965. While it is too late to have any covers
serviced for the readers of my column, you should be o n

the lookout for covers using the 1967 2 Fr value of th e

Architectural definitive set, shown at right . The cancel
illustrates Schlösschen A Pro in Seedorf (canton Uri) as

does the 2 Fr . stamp. Hopefully some Swiss collectors or dealers were on the ball and had some cover s

serviced using this stamp — it's a nice tie in .

Seedorf lies at the southern end of the Urnersee branch of the Vierwaldstättersee across th e

Reuss River from Altdorf, the cantonal capital . It has a population today of around 1500 . The

Schlösschen A Pro ("Schlösschen" means a small castle) was built in 1556-58 for the knight Jakob A
Pro . To quote the Phaidon Cultural Guide for Switzerland :

The family originally came from Prato in the Leventina valley and became ric h

in the 16th Century; as an outward sign of their prosperity they commissioned the littl e

Schloss; even at the time of building the moat and crenellated walls were purel y

decorative .

The castle was used as a pries t 's house around the turn

of the 20 th Century and became the property of the Canton o f
Uri in 1959 . It was restored at that time and opened to the
public in 1967. The castle as it looks today is shown in Figure
3 . For further information see Seedorf s web site at
www .seedorf-uri .ch .

You might also notice the strange form of the Swis s
cross in the cancel . This is actually the symbol of the Weg der

Schweiz, the 35 km . path around the Urnersee . You may
remember the two Pro Patria postcards issued on January 15 ,
1991, showing the lake from the north and from the south . The path begins at the Rütli meadow, th e

birthplace of the Confederation, and winds around the shoreline of the lake to Brunnen at the

"Auslandschweizerplatz" (Swiss Expatriates' Square) . An interesting aspect of this path is that it i s

divided into sections corresponding to the 26 cantons in the order of their entry into th e

Confederation . The length of each section is proportional to the population of the canton (at 5mm pe r

inhabitant!) . The Weg der Schweiz passes by Seedorf and the A Pro castle .

One new K-cancel to report this time — number 1620 of 6866 Meride i n

canton Ticino (Figure 4) . The cancel publicizes the fact that Monte S . Giorgio

has been designated as an UNESCO World Heritage site . The K-cancel was

first used on September 7, 2004, the same day as the new Monte San Giorgi o

stamp was issued . Meride is located on Monte San Giorgio, a 1097 meter pea k

at the south end of the Lake of Lugano . Exactly what is depicted on the cancel
is a mystery to me. Can any reader enlighten me ?

I know several of you are Bahnpost (railway mail) collectors . All but

three lines were closed in August . The only remaining Bahnpost lines open are :

Line 91001 between Bern and Bri g
Line 4942 between Brig and Bern
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Line 5005 between Chur and Klosters

The following lines had their last trip on August 6, 2004 :

Line 263 between Oberwald and Brig

Line 468 between Chur and Zürich

Line 590 between St . Moritz and Chur
Line 1736 between Brig and Lausanne
Line 2174 between Zermatt and Bri g
Line 8020 between Chur and St . Gallen

Line 17306 between Bern and Base l

Line 95307 between St. Gallen and Buchs SG
Line 95411 between Zürich and Romanshorn
Line 95836 between Ziegelbrücke and Zürich

Line 95946 between Brig and Zermat t

The following lines had their last trip on August 7, 2004 :

Line 131 between Brig and Zermatt

Line 527 between Oberwald and Brig
Line 1901 between Zürich and Chiasso
Line 2172 between Zermatt and Bri g
Line 2697 between Basel and Chiasso
Line 2701 between Bern and Zürich

Line 5107 between Olten and Luzern
Line 7017 between Zürich and Romanshorn

Line 7715 between Zürich and Ziegelbrücke

Line 8113 between Zürich and St . Gallen
Line 8220 between Chur and St . Gallen
Line 8404 between St . Gallen and Wattwi l

Line 17308 between Bern and Base l

Line 17310 between Olten and Basel
Line 91005 between Bern and Thun
Line 91107 between Lausanne and Bri g

Line 91502 between Zürich and Genève (Nyon )
Line 91505 between Lausanne and Bade n
Line 91549 between Bern and Zürich

Line 91802 between Zürich and Biel
Line 93902 between Chiasso and Basel
Line 95157 between Zürich and Rapperswi l
Line 95309 between St . Gallen and Buchs SG

Line 95803 between Zürich and Chur

Line 95813 between Zürich and Chur
Line 2704 (91510) between Zürich and Ber n
Line 4905 (91005) between Ber n and Thun
Line 91107d between Zürich and Lausann e
Line 91502d between Zürich and Genève
Line 91549d between Bern and Züric h
Line 4505 between Chur and St . Moritz

The post office closings list for this issue is as follows :

1. On June 5, 2004, the post office at 1000 Lausanne 9 Chauderon (canton Vaud) was closed .

2. On June 25, 2004, the following post offices were closed :

8714 Feldbach (canton Zürich)
5735 Pfeffikon (canton Luzern) [K-cancel 788 was last used on that date ]
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3. On June 30, 2004, the following post offices were closed :

6382 Büren (canton Nidwalden)
2067 Chaumont (canton Neuchâtel) [K-cancel 830 was last used on that date]

7005 Chur 5 Masans (canton Graubünden)
3931 Eyholz (canton Valais)

3215 Gempenach (canton Fribourg)

6038 Gisikon (canton Luzern)

4557 Horriwil (canton Solothurn)
1174 Montherod (canton Vaud)

7431 Mutten (canton Graubünden)

7437 Nufenen (canton Graubünden)
3531 Oberthal (canton Bern)
4467 Rothenfluh (canton Basel Land) [K-cancel 1505 was last used on that date]

1062 Sottens (canton Vaud)
3214 Ulmiz (canton Fribourg)
5746 Walterswil (canton Solothurn)

7433 Wergentstein (canton Graubünden)

3934 Zeneggen (canton Valais) [K-cancel 565a was last used on that date ]

On June 30, 2004, the post office at 7433 Donath (canton Graubünden) changed the spelling of

its name to 7433 Donat . The new spelling was first used on July 1, 2004 .

4. On July 3, 2004, the following post offices were closed :

6678 Coglio (canton Ticino)

6678 Lodano (canton Ticino)

6674 Someo (canton Ticino)

6865 Tremona (canton Ticino)

5. On July 16, 2004, the post office at 9470 Buchs 2 Werdenberg (canton St . Gallen) was closed .

6. On July 30, 2004, the following post offices were closed :

2904 Bressaucourt (canton Jura)
1261 Burtigny (canton Vaud)
1749 Middes (canton Fribourg )

1619 Les Paccots (canton Fribourg) [K-cancel 878a was last used on that date ]

1748 Torny-le-Grand (canton Fribourg)
2903 Villars-sur-Fontenais (canton Jura )

7. On July 31, 2004, the following post offices were closed :

2500 Biel/Bienne 5 Vingelz/Vigneules (canton Bern)

2500 Biel/Bienne 10 Centre Boujean (canton Bern )

2305 La Chaux-de-Fonds 5 Nord (canton Neuchâtel)

3543 Emmenmatt (canton Bern) [K-cancel 1262 was last used on that date ]

3455 Grünen (canton Bern)
2005 Neuchâtel 5 La Cassarde (canton Neuchâtel) [K-cancel 1092 was last used on that date]

2008 Neuchâtel 8 Monruz (canton Neuchâtel) [K-cancel 1095 was last used on that date ]

1128 Reverolle (canton Vaud)

3078 Richigen (canton Bern)
3083 Trimstein (canton Bern)
3233 Tschugg (canton Bern)

8. On August 2, 2004, a new postal agency was opened in Basel 33 (canton Basel Stadt) in the

Novartis building, 4033 Basel 33 Novartis Campus .
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